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Executive Summary 

New York's current maintenance statutes mirror two approaches to maintenance awards. 

The temporary maintenance statute requires the application of a formula designed to create 

consistent and predictable results. The final maintenance statute, based on the application of a 

series of statutory factors, is designed to promote nuanced treatment of the parties' individualized 

circumstances. 

These two desires, individualized treatment for each marriage on the one hand, and 

predictability and consistency of awards on the other, are difficult to reconcile because the goals 

"point the policy makers in different directions. Predictable results follow best from clear, 

determinate, easily applied rules. Individualized results generally are associated with open-ended 

standards allowing judges to respond to the infinite variety of individual circumstances that these 

cases present.'" Our study was an effort to strike a balance between these two approaches. 

We have concluded that this balance can be struck by taking into account the differences 

between cases with limited assets and income on the one hand, and cases involving substantial 

assets and income on the other. In the former, the court has fewer options in granting awards and 

it is less likely that either party is represented by counsel; in the latter, the court has more 

variables to consider, more options in crafting relief, and both parties are more likely to have 

counsel. 

Thus, the starting point for all parties should be a formula for combined income at or 

below $136,000, a level that reflects the income of a majority of New Yorkers and which allows 

American Law Institute, Principles of the Law of Family Dissolution: Analysis and 

Reconunendations 1-2 (2002). 
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individuals with income at or below that level to determine their financial obligations to each 

other and their children upon divorcing in a reasonably inexpensive and expeditious manner. 

Where the parties' combined income exceeds $136,000, the court maintains its discretion by 

applying a set of statutory factors to that excess income. The court also retains discretion when 

the application of the formula would be unjust or inappropriate given the parties' situation. 

Based on our study, the Commission recommends changes to awards of temporary 

maintenance and final maintenance as described below. 

A. Temporary Maintenance Awards under the Domestic Relations Law 

The Commission recommends that a mathematical formula be continued in the 

calculation of a presumptive award of temporary maintenance, that the formula be amended to 

provide that the formula be applied to the parties' combined adjusted gross income of$136,000, 

and that the income guideline be geared to biennial adjustment in the statute. 

The application of the formula establishes a presumptive showing of need and an ability 

to pay. If the parties' combined adjusted gross income exceeds $136,000, the Commission 

recommends that the mathematical formula apply to that portion ofthe parties' combined income 

which is at or less than $136,000, and that the court be guided by a set of statutory factors in 

considering an additional award based on income that exceeds the guideline amount. 

The adoption of the income guideline of$136,000, geared to biennial adjustments, was 

influenced by the income levels of the majority of New Yorkers, a consideration that also 

influenced the income guideline adopted in the Child Support Standards Act. 

If the court finds that the presumptive award is unjust or inappropriate based on the 

circumstances of the parties, the court must be able to adjust the presumptive award guided by 
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certain factors. These factors include any award under current section 236B(8) of the Domestic 

Relations Law to cover necessities, and any amounts that one party has paid to or on behalf of the 

other party voluntarily and without court order. 

The court should also consider whether parties who have established and maintained 

separate households prior to the commencement of, or during, the matrimonial action have 

demonstrated an actual need. 

If the court adjusts the presumptive award based on these and other proposed statutory 

factors, it must provide an explanation in writing or orally on the record. 

In all cases, the court must allocate the responsibilities of each party for the family's 

current expenses during the pendency ofthe matrimonial action. 

The duration of an award of temporary maintenance will generally match the duration of 

the divorce proceeding. The court must, however, set a date certain for the termination of the 

award so that the duration of the award does not exceed the length of a short term marriage. 

B. Post-Divorce Income Awards under the Domestic Relations Law 

1. Relationship between assets and a post-divorce income award 

Section 236B(6) currently provides that in awarding fmal maintenance, the court shall 

consider, among other things, the property of the respective parties including marital property 

distributed pursuant to equitable distribution. The Commission recommends the continuation of 

the requirement that the court consider the parties' assets in making any award of post-divorce 

income from one party to the other. 

Based on a widespread consensus, the Commission recommends, however, that one 
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party's "increased earning capacity,,2 no longer be considered as a marital asset in equitable 

distribution under section 326B(5), and that any spousal contribution to the career or career 

potential of the other party be addressed in an award of post-divorce income. The concept of an 

"increased earning capacity" has created much dissatisfaction and litigation because of the asset's 

intangible nature, the speculative nature of its "value" as well as the costs associated with 

valuations, and problems of double counting increased earnings in awards of post-divorce 

income and child support. 

2. Calculation of an award of post-divorce income 

The Commission recommends that a mathematical formula be used to calculate a 

presumptive award of post-divorce income from one party to the other based on the parties' 

combined adjusted gross income of $136,000. 

In awarding post -divorce income, the court can adjust the presumptive award based on a 

set of statutory factors if it finds that the presumptive award is unjust or inappropriate based on 

the circumstances of the parties. 

If the parties' combined adjusted gross income exceeds $136,000, the Commission 

recommends that the mathematical formula apply to that portion of the parties' combined income 

which is at or less than $136,000, and that the court be guided by a set offactors in considering 

whether an additional award is justified based on any excess income. 

3. Duration of an award of post-divorce income 

The Commission recommends that the duration of any post-divorce income award be 

based on consideration of the length of the marriage, the length of time necessary for the party 

2 See O'Brien v. O'Brien, 66 NY 2d 576 (1985). 
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seeking post-divorce income to acquire sufficient education or training to enable that party to 

find appropriate employment, the normal retirement age of each party as defmed by the Internal 

Revenue Code and the availability of retirement benefits, and any barriers facing the party 

seeking post-divorce income with regard to obtaining appropriate employment, such as child care 

responsibilities, health, or age. The court must state the basis for the duration of the award in its 

decision granting the award. 

C. Support Awards under the Family Court Act 

Section 412 of the Family Court Act provides that: 

A married person is chargeable with the support of his or her spouse and, if possessed of 
sufficient means or able to earn such means, may be required to pay for his or her support 
a fair and reasonable sum, as the court may determine, having due regard to the 
circumstances of the respective parties. 

Professor Merril Sobie notes in his McKinney's Practice Commentaries to section 412 

that the omission of an amendment to section 412 as part of Chapter 371 exacerbated "the 

illogical dichotomy between the Domestic Relations Law and the Family Court Act."3 

We recommend that the provisions of a revised temporary maintenance statute in the 

Domestic Relations Law be mirrored in section 412 of the Fanlily Court Act governing spousal 

support awards. 

Professor Merril Sobie, 2010 West Supplementary Practice Commentaries to McKinney's Family 
Court Act §412 (2011 Electronic Update). Laws of2010, c. 371, among other things, added a new subdivision 5-a 
to section 236 of the Domestic Relations Law to provide for the calculation of temporary maintenance in accordance 
with a formula. 
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I. Introduction 

The New York State Law Revisiou Commission submits this Report concerning the 

award of maintenance in matrimonial proceedings, as called for by Chapter 371 of the Laws of 

2010 which directed the Commission to, among other things: 

review the maintenance laws of the state, including the way in which they are 
administered to determine the impact of these laws on post marital economic disparities 
and the effectiveness of such laws and their administration in achieving the state's policy 
goals and objectives of ensuring that the economic consequences of a divorce are fairly 
and equitably shared by the divorcing couple ..... 4 

Much controversy surrounds the topic of maintenance. A wards of maintenance have 

been "a source of much inconsistency among trial courts, unhappiness among litigants, and 

conflict among critics.'" Some commentators have suggested that "a list of factors [for awarding 

maintenance that is found in virtually all statutes 1 with no indication of relative weight and no 

over-arching guideline other than the vague admonition to be fair is virtually the same as 

providing no factors.,,6 Most family law attorneys agree that spousal support presents the largest 

4 Laws 0[2010, c. 371 §6-a. Chapter 371 provides that "The law revision commission is hereby 
directed to: (1) review and assess the economic consequences of divorce on the parties; (2) review the maintenance 
laws of the state, including the way in which they are athninistered to determine the impact of these laws on post 
marital economic disparities, and the effectiveness of such laws and their administration in achieving the state's 
policy goals and objectives of ensuring that the economic consequences of a divorce are fairly and equitably sbared 
by the divorcing couple; and (3) make recommendations to the legislature, including such proposed revisions of such 
laws as it determines necessary to achieve these goals and objectives." 

5 Megan A. Drefchinski, Comment, Out with the Old and In with the New: An Analysis of Illinois 
Maintenance Law Under the Uniform Marriage and Divorce Act and a Proposal for Its Replacement, 23 N. Ill. U. L. 
Rev. 581, 613 (2003). 

6 Marti E. Thurman, Maintenance: a Recognition of the Need for Guidelines, 33 U. Louisville J. 
Farn. L. 971, 971 (1995)(citing Mary Ann Glendon, Fixed Rules and Discretion in Contemporary Family Law and 
Succession Law, 60 Tul. L. Rev. 1165, 1196 (1986). 
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impediment to settling divorces, and support cases are among the cases most appealed.7 

The unsettled issue of maintenance inconsistency and unpredictability impacts family law 
by increasing the cost of obtaining a divorce, the emotional strain on the parties and the 
burden on the court system. The likelihood of settlement is minimal because of the 
uncertainty of predicting maintenance awards from case to case. Moreover, litigating a 
divorce case with maintenance as a contested issue is expensive and becomes especially 
burdensome for low-income families.' 

The 20 I 0 introduction of a formula to establish a presumptive award of temporary 

maintenance gave rise to more controversy in New York. Attorneys for middle and low income 

clients reported that the formula introduced consistency among awards for clients in similar 

circumstances and resulted in awards in cases where clients would have previously abandoned 

their claims. On the other hand, attorneys whose clients have substantial assets found themselves 

involved in expensive litigation seeking relief from the application of the formula. Furthermore, 

advocates on all sides expressed several concerns about the new statute, among them, the 

presence of factors irrelevant to a detern:rination of temporary maintenance and the failure of the 

formula to account for awards for necessities under section 326B(8) of the Domestic Relations 

Law. 

Hence, the significant frustration and dissatisfaction over maintenance awards 

acknowledged in the 2006 Report of New York State's Matrimonial Commission to Chief Judge 

Kaye (Miller Commission Report) continued, albeit of a different nature.' 

7 Jennifer L. McCoy, Spousal Support Disorder: an Overview of Problems in Current Alimony Law, 
33 Fla. St. U. L. Rev. 501, 502 (2005); Marti E. Thurman, Maintenance: a Recognition oflbe Need for Guidelines, 
33 U. Louisville J. Fam. L. 971, 972 (1995). 

, 
Marti E. Thurman, Maintenance: a Recognition of the Need for Guidelines, 33 U. Louisville J. 

Fam. L. 971, 972-73 (1995). 

, 
MATRIMONIAL COMMISSION REPORT TO THE CHIEF JUDGE OF THE STATE OF 

NEW YORK 66 (2006), http://www.courts.state.ny.us/reports/matrimoniaicommission. 
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The Miller Commission's recommendation that "the issue deserved greater attention, 

study and research"lO is understandable in a conrt system which presides over a large number of 

divorces. In 2009, the most recent year for which records are available in New York,ll 50,310 

marriages ended in dissolution,12 49,816 through a divorce proceeding. 

II. The Law Revision Commission's Work 

Between July 2010 when we were directed to undertake this study and the end of2012, 

we held numerous lengthy interviews with judges in New York, representatives from the 

American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers, the Family Law Section of the New York State Bar 

Association, the Post Marital Income Coalition, the Women's Bar Association of the State of 

New York, and other practitioners representing high income professionals, middle income 

clients, and W-2 wage earners. Some interested parties also submitted written materials to the 

Commission. 

We hosted a roundtable discussion at Albany Law School on October 25,2011 at which 

we heard from all stakeholders about the current law regarding maintenance awards, problems 

and concerns about the interpretation of the law, and suggestions for change.13 

10 Id 

11 On its website, tbe New York State Department of Health maintains records of marriage 
dissolutions by duration of the marriage, number of children under 18 years of age, type of decree, and county where 
dissolution was granted. See http://www.health.ny.gov/statistics/vital_statisticsI2009/.This information is obtained 
by the Bureau of Production Systems Management (BPSM) of the New York State Department of Health from 
dissolution of marriage certificates recorded in county clerks' offices as required by statute. N.Y. Pub. Health L. § 
4139. 

12 Vital Statistics, NYS Department of Health, Table 48: Dissolutions of Marriage by County of 
Decree and Type of Decree New York State - 2009, available at 
http://www.health.ny.gov/statistics/vital_statistics/2009/table48.htm. 

13 The minutes of the meeting and a recording of the event are available at the Commission's website: 
http://www.lawrevision.state.ny.us/mtgs.php. 
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We researched maintenance statutes in other states and Canada, including the use of 

formulas which have been adopted formally or informally in some states and localities, as well as 

legislative initiatives in Massachusetts and Florida.14 We pursued two additional avenues of 

investigation in New York. The first was the collection and analysis of data on maintenance 

awards in nine counties around the state: Albany, Bronx, Erie, Jefferson, Kings, Nassau, New 

York, Onondaga, and WestchesterY The second was an analysis of reported appellate court 

decisions in which the duration of final maintenance awards was described. 16 

We considered a wealth of information and many variables in reaching our conclusions, 

including statistics on the income of New Yorkers maintained by the New York State Tax 

Department as well as statistics on the income of individuals residing in the nine counties from 

which we collected data. 

A. Data from Nine New York Counties 

In collaboration with the Office of Court Administration COCA), we gathered information 

about divorces and maintenance awards in the nine counties using a form known as a UCS-IIIA 

- a modified version of the UCS-III questionnaire used statewide to obtain information about 

child support awardsY A total of7,302 of the collected questionnaires were used for purposes of 

14 Our initial work in this area is discussed in our May 20 II Preliminary Report, available at 
http://www.lawrevision.state.ny.us/mas.php. 

15 See discussion at pp 13-16. 

16 See discussion at pp 26-27. 

17 Copies of the DCS III (200 I version) and DCS IliA are attached here as Appendix A. The 200 I 
version of the DCS III was used as the template for the DCS lliA. The DCS III was amended in 2011. The 
information was collected pursuant to an Administrative Order (Appendix B) and is subject to an agreement between 
the Commission and OCA which protects the personal information provided. The collection began in April 2011 
and ended by February 2012. 
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analysis. 

1. The Law Revision Commission's Concerns 

The Commission was interested to learn the relationship, if any, between any award of 

temporary or final maintenance and the parties' length of marriage, the status of their health, their 

respective incomes, and the presence of un-emancipated children. The Commission was also 

interested to see the difference, if any, between awards of temporary maintenance before and 

after the enactment of chapter 371 of the laws of 20 1 0, and what effect the application of a 

formula like the one for temporary maintenance would have on final maintenance awards. 

Finally, the Commission was concerned about the relationship between a lack of final 

maintenance awards and the impoverishment of a spouse after a divorce. 

2. The Responses 

No statistically significant conclusions could be derived from the responses to the 

questionnaire. Our personal review of all 7,302 questionnaires revealed that the responses 

provided varying degrees of information. A small number of responses provided detailed 

information about the parties' specific jobs with specific salaries, and specific amounts of any 

awards made. A greater number provided no information. The vast majority of the responses 

were incomplete in many particulars. However, the following information can be reported. 

A. Length of Marriage 

The divorces by length of marriage across the responses were relatively evenly divided 

among categories of fewer than 5 years, 5-10 years, 11-20 years and greater than 20 years. 

B. Awards 

Temporary maintenance awards were reported in 213 cases. Final maintenance awards 
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were reported in 468 cases. Awards of both temporary and final maintenance were reported in 

124 cases. Two of those cases reported that the husband received both temporary and final 

maintenance. 107 cases reported that the wife received both temporary and final maintenance. 

The remaining cases reported awards but not the recipients. 

Overall, it appeared that the likelihood of an award was higher when the husband's 

income was higher, children were present, the husband earned more than his spouse, the parties 

were married for a longer period of time, the husband's health was good, and the parties lived in 

Erie, Onondaga, or Westchester counties. IS 

C. Pre-2012 and post-2010 Temporary Maintenance Awards 

It was difficult to draw any conclusions about the effect of the change in the law. 

Awards were made in 417 cases where the application of the formula would have created a 

presumptive award but the data did not indicate whether the formula was used. Awards were 

made in 51 cases where the application of the formula would not have created a presumptive 

award. 

D. Application of a Formula for Final Maintenance Awards 

If a formula similar to the temporary maintenance formula was used to calculate final 

maintenance, it appeared that a majority of cases where no award was actually made would be 

entitled to a presumptive award. Of 5,932 cases providing some information about the parties' 

income but reporting no award, the application of the formula would indicate an award in 3,349 

cases (5 6 percent). 

18 More information about the reported awards is provided at Appendix C. 
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E. Poverty and a Lack of a Maintenance Award 

The information was insufficient to allow any observations about that relationship. 

3. Conclusion 

Although the data was thoroughly examined, the paucity of information provided in the 

responses made it difficult to draw conclusions. The one item that seems significant, however, is 

the fact that 56 percent of cases where no final award was made would have benefitted from an 

award through the application of the formula. 

III. The Law Revision Commission's Recommendations 

New York's current maintenance statutes mirror two approaches to maintenance awards. 

The temporary maintenance statute under section 236B(5-a) of the Domestic Relations Law 

requires the application of a formula designed to create consistent and predictable results. The 

final maintenance statute under section 236B(6) of the Domestic Relations Law, which is based 

on the application of a series of statutory factors, is designed to promote nuanced treatment of the 

parties' individualized circumstances. 

These two desires, individualized treatment for each marriage on the one hand, and 

predictability and consistency on the other, are difficult to reconcile because the goals "point the 

policy makers in different directions. Predictable results follow best from clear, determinate, 

easily applied rules. Individualized results generally are associated with open-ended standards 

allowing judges to respond to the infmite variety of individual circumstances that these cases 

present."19 Our study was an effort to strike a balance between these two approaches. 

19 ALI, Principles of the Law of Family Dissolution: Analysis and Reconnnendations 1·2 (2002). 
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Based on the infonnation we gathered, we have concluded that this balance can be struck 

by taking into account the differences between cases with limited assets and income on the one 

hand and cases involving substantial assets and income on the other. In the fonner, the court has 

fewer options in granting awards and it is less likely that either party is represented by counsel; in 

the latter, the court has more variables to consider, more options in crafting relief, and both 

parties are more likely to have counsel. 

Thus, the starting point for all parties should be a fonnula for combined income at or 

below $136,000, a level of income that reflects the income of a majority of New Yorkers and 

which allows individuals with income at or below that level to detennine their financial 

obligations to each other and their children upon divorcing in a reasonably inexpensive and 

expeditious marmer. Where the parties' combined income exceeds $136,000, the court would 

apply a set of statutory factors to the income in excess of the guideline giving the court flexibility 

in considering parties' more abundant resources and individual circumstances. 

Thus, the Commission recommends the continuation of a fonnula for awards of 

temporary maintenance, the adoption of a fonnula for final maintenance or post-divorce income, 

and the preservation of the court's flexibility to address situations where the parties' income 

exceeds the fonnula's income guideline or the presumptive award is unjust or inappropriate 

given the parties' situation. 

A. The Formula 

The fonnula contained in section 236B(5-a) is based on a recommendation of the 
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American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers (AAML)?O In its 2007 Report, Considerations 

When Determining Alimony, Maintenance and Support, 21 the AAML offered guidelines for 

detennining the amount of an award of post-divorce maintenance, and its duration.22 

The AAML formula was developed through the collaborative effort of a committee of 

members of the AAML which endeavored to produce a range of reasonable alimony awards 

using a variety of incomes.2
] 

The AAML formula first appeared in New York in a 2008 Assembly Bill as the 

presumptive method for calculating final or post-divorce maintenance awards based on the 

payor's income, up to $1,000,000.24 The judge's discretion to award maintenance based on 

traditional factors was limited to that portion of the payor's income which exceeded the 

$1,000,000 cap or to cases where the court found the formula's result to be unjust or 

inequitab1e.25 Under the bill, the death of either party ended the maintenance obligation, but 

20 Sponsor's Memorandum, A. 10984B/S. 8390, available at 
http://nyslrs.state.ny.us/nyslbdc l/rnenugetl.cgi. 

21 The Report was approved by the AAML Board of Governors on March 9,2007. The AAML 
Report is available at http://www.divorcereforrnny.orglpd£lAAML.pdf. 

22 AAML Report (emphasis added). 

23 April 25, 20 I 0 Telephone conversation between Arthur Balbirer, Esq. of the AAML and Rose 
Mary Bailly, Esq., and Barbara Hancock, Esq., Law Revision Commission staff. The participants in the AAML 
committee were Marlene Eskind Moses, Esq. (Tennessee), Co-Chair; Barbara Ellen Handschu, Esq. (New York), 
Co-Chair; Michael Albano, Esq. (Missouri); Arthur E. Balbirer, Esq. (Connecticut); Gaetano Ferro, Esq. 
(Connecticnt); James T. McLaren, Esq. (South Carolina); Joanne Ross Wilder, Esq. (Pennsylvania); Thomas 
Wolfrum, Esq. (California); and Mary Kay Kisthardt, Esq. (Missouri), Reporter. AAML Report. 

24 A. 10446 (2008). 

25 ld. (The court was to consider eighteen specific factors and one catchall factor if income in excess 
of the cap was considered in a detennination of the amount of an award. A written decision setting forth the factors 
considered and the reasons for its decision was reqnired. If the court found the presumptive award unjust or 
inappropriate, it could adjust the award based upon consideration of sixteen factors and one catchall factor. A 
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remarriage of the payee spouse did not."6 

The formula appeared again in a 2010 post -divorce maintenance bill pending in both 

houses.27 Eventually the bill was amended to delete the formula in the post -divorce income 

awards, and apply it instead to temporary maintenance awards."' The income cap was reduced to 

$500,000, and while consideration ofthe duration of the award was retained, the formula to 

calculate duration was eliminated.29 The amended version of the bill passed both houses and was 

enacted into law as Chapter 371 which became effective on October 13, 2010. 

It appears that the formula adopted by the AAML and the modified version in New York 

were arrived at in much the same way as formulas adopted formally or informally in other states 

and localities. Attorneys with expertise in the nature and frequency of maintenance awards made 

in their states used anecdotal evidence as well as reported decisions to craft a formula which 

would mirror a range of results they presumed would be an appropriate starting point for their 

clients. 

The Commission does not suggest that the formula's methodology be disturbed; however, 

given both the patterns observed in the collected data about parties' income as well as statistics 

about the income of the vast majority of New Yorkers, the Commission recommends that the 

written order setting forth the presumptive award, the factors considered, and the reasons for adjustment was 
required.). 

26 fd. 

27 S. 7740-AlA. 10984-A (2010). 

28 A. 10984-B (2010). 

29 fd. 
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income guideline up to and including $500,000 ofthe higher income spouse be reduced. 

B. Income Guideline of $136,000 

Both data available on the income of New Yorkers and the consensus of stakeholders 

suggests that the current income guideline of $500,000 is set too high. 

The Commission proposes a guideline of up to and including $136,000 of the parties' 

combined adjusted gross income, adjusted by statute biennially in accordance with the consumer 

price index for all urban consumers (cpr-u) 30 A number of considerations influenced the 

Commission's proposal: a recognition of the diversity of income levels between upstate and 

downstate, the current income guideline of the Child Support Standards Act which is based on 

the parties' combined income, information about New Yorkers' income available from various 

sources, and a belief that applicable guidelines for maintenance and child support should be 

consistent with one al10ther to avoid confusion and urmecessary complexity. 

The Commission recognized that income levels vary across the state; it concluded, 

however, that attempting to set variable guidelines based on the parties' location was 

unworkable. The Commission was therefore guided by the income guideline in the Child 

Support Standards Act -- $136,000 adjusted by statute biennially in accordance with the cpr-u, 

and the approach adopted by the Legislature in setting that guideline -- namely to include the 

vast majority of New Yorkers and leave "only exceptional income cases to potentially be 

determined outside of the presumptively correct CSSA percentages.,,3! The Commission looked 

30 The guideline would be adjusted every two years based on the product of the average annual 
percentage changes in the consumer price index for all urban consumers (CPI-U) as published by the United States 
department of labor bureau of labor statistics for the two year period rounded to the nearest one thousand dollars. 

3! Memorandum in Support, Laws of2009, c. 343. 
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at data collected by the New York State Tax and Finance Department which indicated that in 

2008, 94.8% of persons filing individual tax returns in New York, including couples filing joint 

tax returns, reported income ofless than $200,000.32 In the same year, 14.2% of individual filers 

reported income of between 100,000 and 199,000.33 The remaining 80.6% reported income of 

less than 100,000.34 

In 2008, the Fiscal Policy Institute reported that as of 2004-2006, the top fifth percentile 

of New Yarkers reported income of $148,192; breaking that percentile down further, the average 

family income of the 80-95 percentile was $108,875, and the average family income of the top 5 

percentile was $262,679.35 

On a related note, an analysis of 2005 New Yark tax returns shows that the top 20% of 

individual filers reported more of their income from dividends, business income and capital gains 

than they did from wages, and among the top 5%, the amount reported from wages was even 

less.36 

32 See Statistical Tables, Analysis of 2008 Personal Income Tax Returns (April 20 11), available at 

bttp://www.tax.ny.gov/pd£istats/stat"pitipitianalysis_oC 2008 "'personaUncome _tax Jeturns.pdf. Colorado's 
gnideline of $75,000, for example, is based on "review of Department of Revenue information stating that 80 percent 
of joint income tax filers in Colorado had adjusted gross income of$75,000 or less." Albert M. Bonin, New 
TempOI'm?; Formulaic Spousal Maintenance in Colorado: an Overview, 30-AUG Colo. Law. 87 (2001). 

3 See Statistical Tables, Analysis of2009 Personal Income Tax Returns (June 2012), available at 
http://www.tax.ny.gov/pdflstats/stat'''pitipitianalysis of 2009 "'personal income tax returns.pdf. 

~4 - - - --
J See Statistical Tables, Analysis of2009 Personal Income Tax Returns (June 2012), available at 

http://www.tax.ny.gov/pd£istats/stat'''pitipitianalysis_ oC2009 "'personal_income _tax Jeturns.pdf. Colorado's cap of 
$75,000, for example, is based on "review ofDepartrnent of Revenue information stating that 80 percent of joint 
income tax filers in Colorado had adjusted gross income of$75,000 or less." Albert M. Bonin, New Tempormy 
Formulaic Spousal Maintenance in Colorado: an Overview, 30-AUG Colo. Law. 87 (2001). 

35 Pulling Apartin New York: An Analysis o/Income Trends in New York State 4, 9, 13 (Fiscal 

Policy Institute 2008), available at http://www.fiscalpolicy.orglPullingApartInNewYork_Apri12008.pdf. 
36 Pulling Apart in New York: An Analysis o/Income Trends in New York State 17 (Fiscal Policy 

Institute 2008), available at http://www.fiscalpolicy.orglPullingApartInNewYork_Apri12008.pdf. 
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Income information for our 9 counties - the median income,37 per capita personal 

income,38 and percentage of people below the poverty rate39 
- is consistent with the statewide 

data maintained by the tax department. The income data, as well as other demographic 

information about the nine counties, including the population,40 and number of divorces,'1 is 

included in this repOlt at Appendix D. 

Furthemlore, in our review of questionnaires where responses included specific 

information about employment and salary, we observed that the majority of responses indicated 

employment in service industry jobs for modest wages, consistent with the income data of those 

counties. 

Thus, the information collected by the Commission suggested that the income of the 

majority of New Yorkers does not exceed $200,000 and a large number of individuals have 

income substantially less than that amount. Because the Commission intended that the guideline 

cover the incomes of the majority of New Yorkers, and because different conclusions can be 

37 The median income data is for the year 2009 collected from the Census Bureau. See State and 
County QUick Facts, http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfdlstates/36/3604 7 .html. 

38 The per capita personal income data is for the year 2006. Personal income Per Capita by County of 
Residence, NYS: 1998-2006,2009 New York State Statistical Yearbook, available at 
http://www.rockinst.org/nys statisticsl2009/CI. 

'9 -
o The number of persons below the poverty rate is for the year 2009, collected from the Census 

Bureau. See State and County Quick Facts http://guickfacts.census.gov/gfdlstates/36/36047.html. The federal 
poverty rate for 2009 for a single individual was $10,830; for two individuals, $14,750. The 2009 Poverty 
Guidelines for the 48 Contiguous States and the District of Columbia, available at 
http://aspe.hhs.gov/poverty/09poverty.shtml. 

40 The population data is for the year 2009 collected from the Census Bureau. See State and County 
Quick Facts, http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfdlstates/36/3604 7 .html. 

41 The divorce data was obtained for the year 2008. See Vital Statistics of New York State 2008, 
available at http://www.health.state.ny.us/nysdohivital_statistics/2008/.This information is obtained by the Bureau 
of Production Systems Management (BPSM) of the New York State Department of Health from dissolution of 
marriage certificates recorded in county clerks' offices as required by statute. N.Y. Pub. Health L. § 4139. Notably, 
the form requires inclusion of information about who commenced the action, the grounds for divorce, the race of the 
parties and their education. This information is labeled as confidential. A copy of a dissolution of marriage 
certificate is included in Appendix E. See N.Y. Dom. ReI. L. §235(3). 
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reached about the amount of income a majority of New Yorkers earns," the Commission chose 

to adopt the munber reflected in the CSSA guideline, the purpose of which is closely analogous 

to the maintenance award guideline. The Commission also concluded that when income 

guidelines are to be applied in both maintenance and child support awards, they should be 

consistent with one another to avoid unnecessary confusion and complexity, and that going 

forward, that consistent approach should be maintained, ideally at an increased level.43 

C. Adjusted Gross Income Subject to the Guideline 

States vary as to the use of adjusted gross income or net income after taxes for calculating 

maintenance. New York currently uses adjusted gross income in its formulas for awards of both 

temporary maintenance and child support. There was some indication that net income might be 

more representative of what is available for temporary maintenance after consideration of the 

payor's tax liability at the time of the award. The Commission concluded, however, that using 

net income for calculating temporary maintenance would result in inconsistencies in the 

application of the child support statute, would be potentially burdensome because obtaining 

accurate numbers could delay the resolution of the proceeding, and that net income was more 

subject to manipulation, even with the potential for readjustment at the time of the final order and 

judgment. 

42 In its 2013 session, the New York State Legislature has considered middle class families to include 
those whose income exceeds the CSSA guideline of $136,000, as reflected the new child tax credit of$350 for 
families with income between $40,000 and $300,000 (Governor Cuomo and Legislative Leaders Announce early 
Passage of 2013-14 Budget, available at http://www.governor.ny.gov/pressI03292013-2013-14-budget) and the 
extension of progressive tax reliefto families whose incomes are around $300,000 (Fair and Equitable Tax Code 
Extended in 2013-2014 New York State Budget, News Release Assembly Speaker Sheldon Silver, available at 
http://assembly.state.ny.uslPressI20 130328b!. 

43 See note 42. 
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D. The Relationship Between Awards for Temporary Maintenance and Post-

Divorce Income and Section 236b(8) Awards44 

Section 236B(8)(b) of the Domestic Relations Law provides in part that: 

In any action where the court has ordered temporary maintenance, maintenance, 

distributive award or child support, the court may direct that a payment be made directly 

to the other spouse or a third person for real and personal property and services furnished 

to the other spouse, or for the rental or mortgage amortization or interest payments, 

insurances, taxes, repairs or other carrying charges on premises occupied by the other 

spouse, or for both payments to the other spouse and to such third persons .... 45 

The Commission proposes that any 236B(8) awards be taken into account when awarding 

temporary maintenance or post -divorce income to ensure that the recipient of such awards is not 

receiving a windfall at the expense of the payor, as would otherwise be the case. 

The Commission's proposal is consistent with concerns expressed by stakeholders and by 

the COurtS.46 The Appellate Division's statement in Khaira v. Khaira is particularly persuasive:' 

[I]n the absence of a specific reference to the carrying charges for the marital residence, 

44 N.Y. Dom. ReI. Law §236(8), "Special Relief in Matrimonial Actions" with respect to all 
maintenance awards. 

45 N.Y. Dom. ReI. Law §236(8)(b). 
46 Khaira v. Khaira, 93 AD.3d 194, 938 N.Y.S.2d 513 (lst Dept. 2012); A.C. v. D.R., 32 Misc.3d 

293,927 N.Y.S.2d 496 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. Nassau Co. 2011). See also Klein v. Klein, 296 AD.2d 533,745 N.Y.S.2d 
569 (20d Dept. 2002)(To the extent that payments for the upkeep of the marital residence, unreirobursed medical 
expenses, and automobile expenses can be allocated to child support or maintenance, the husband was held entitled 
to a credit for these payments as against pendente lite arrears.). 

4' 93 A.D.3d 194,938 N.Y.S.2d 513 (lst Dept. 2012). 
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we consider it reasonable and logical to view the formula adopted by the new 

maintenance provision as covering all the spouse's basic living expenses, including 

housing costs as well as the costs of food and clothing and other usual expenses. 

It is true that before the enactment of the new maintenance provision, it was a common 

practice to award spousal support partly in direct cash payments and partly in payments to 

third parties. Ibis was often not only eminently reasonable, but also the most expedient 

way of covering payment of the necessities, and protecting the home as a marital asset. 

However, we believe that the new approach of calculating spousal support payments to 

the non-monied spouse by means of a fOID1Ula is intended to arrive at the amount that will 

cover all the payee's presumptive reasonable expenses. By calculating the guideline 

amount and then simply adding the direct mortgage payment on top of that, the motion 

court awarded more than the amount reached by the formula, without providing the 

required explanation.48 

E. Duratiou of Post Divorce Income Awards 

Determining how to provide direction for the judiciary regarding the duration of an award 

for post-divorce income proved to be challenging because neither the case law developed by New 

York appellate courts nor the statutes of other jurisdictions offered a clear rationale for deciding 

the duration of an award. 

48 93 A.D.3d at 200,938 N.Y.S.2d at 517. 
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1. Statutes in Other Jurisdictions and Other Formulas 

Duration formulas adopted in other jurisdictions offer a variety of solutions, one of which 

is to limit the duration of an award based on the length ofthe marriage:' The AAML proposal50 

and an informal guideline in New York's Erie County do likewise.51 

One state, Kansas, limits the duration of maintenance to a fixed maximum of 121 

months.52 

Several jurisdictions defme guidelines for a range of duration, on an informal, advisory 

basis.53 Maricopa County, Arizona did have a range for the duration of an award but 

discontinued it.54 The New Mexico Supreme Court has declined to adopt a durational guideline, 

because "a durational factor [is] too arbitrary and lacking in consideration of discrete facts ... 

[T]he duration of alimony payments should be left open to negotiation.,,55 

49 Maine: See 19-A M.R.S. § 951-A(2)(A)(I) and (2»; Utah: See Utah Code Ann. § 30-3-5(8)(h); 

Delaware: See 13 Del. C. § 1512(d).; Texas: See Tex. Fam. Code §§ 8.054(a)(I)(A)-(C), 8.054(b); 8.051(2). When 
the AAML formula frrst appeared in New York in a 2008 Assembly Bill, A. 10446, the bill contained a separate 
guideline to determine the duration of an award of fmal maintenance by applying a percentage to the length of the 
marriage, beginning at 30% for a marriage of 5 years or less, and increasing to 100% for a marriage of20 to 25 
years. If the marriage was more than 25 years, the award was permanent. The percentages were as follows: 0 to 5 
years (30%); 5 to 7.5 years (40%); 7.5 to 10 years (50%); 10 to 12.5 years (60%); 12.5 to 15 years (70%); IS to 17.5 
years (80%); 17.5 to 20 years (90%); 20 to 25 years (100%). 

50 

51 

52 

AAML Report. 
A copy of the Erie County guideline is attached as Appendix F. 
See K.S.A. § 23-2904. 

53 Erie County: Informal Maintenance Formula, on file with the Commission; Maricopa County: see 
Spousal Support Guidelines, reprinted at Mark W. Armstrong et aI., 12 Arizona Family Law Rules Handbook 926 
(2012); Canada: Carol Rogerson and Rollie Thompson, Spousal Support AdvisOlY Guidelines 60 July 2008. 
"[GJiven the ages of the parties in the cases covered by the rule of 65, there will likely be significant changes in the 
amount of support ordered upon the retirement of one or both of the spouses." Id at 62. The Canadian guidelines 
consider any periods of interim support as part of the duration of maintenance. ld at 60. 

54 Email from Kathy Sekardi, Senior Court Policy Analyst, Arizona Supreme Court, to Barbara S. 

Hancock, October 19,2012. On file with the Commission. 
55 See New Mexico Supreme Court, In the Matter of the Report of the Alimony Guidelines Statewide 

Pilot Project Committee and Adoption of Alimony Guidelinesfor the State Courts of New Mexico, No. 07-8500, 
April 16, 2007 (adopting the Statewide Alimony Guidelines and Commentaries), 46 State Bar of New Mexico Bar 
Bulletin 20, at 4 (December 10, 2007), www.mnbar.org/Attomeys/lawpubsIBBlbb2007IBBI21007.pdf. 
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After reviewing the various formulas for duration of final awards in other jurisdictions, 

we found no discernible theme or pattern, and thus choosing a solution from anyone of them 

would be an arbitrary decision. Given that result, we then turned to reported appellate cases in 

New York which addressed the duration of awards made, hoping to find a pattern or theme, such 

as the length of the marriage, that would account for the duration ofthe award. 

2. Appellate Cases 

We examined 109 New York appellate cases in which the duration of maintenance was at 

Issue. Of those, only 67 cases provided some information such as the length of the marriage or 

the age and/or health status of the payee. From those we hoped to understand the reason for the 

duration of the award.56 However, the cases offered no discernible pattern of the duration of the 

awards established by the courts. The results were clearly driven by the facts of the case but not 

necessarily by the length of the marriage. 

Thus, neither New York appellate cases nor the formulas of other jurisdictions provide 

clarity in determining the duration of final maintenance. The Commission concluded 

nevertheless that some guidance in the statute to assist the parties and the courts in resolving the 

duration of a post -divorce award was preferable to none. 

The Commission therefore recommends that duration of any post-divorce income award 

be based on a consideration of the length of the marriage, the length of time necessary for the 

party seeking post-divorce income to acquire sufficient education or training to enable that party 

to find appropriate employment, the normal retirement age of each party as defmed by the 

56 Seventy-nine were from 2007 through 2012; the remaining 30 were from 1983 to 1990. We wanted 
to see if the older and newer cases showed different approaches to duration. 
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Internal Revenue Code and the availability of retirement benefits, and any barriers facing the 

party with regard to obtaining appropriate employment such as child care responsibilities, health, 

or age. The court must state the basis for the duration of the award in its decision granting the 

award. 

IV. Other Concerns 

From our discussions with stakeholders, and our review of the written submissions and 

case law, the Conunission makes the following additional recommendations. 

A. Certain provisions should be eliminated from the current temporary 

maintenance statute: 

1. the reference to income from income producing property to be distributed 

pursuant to equitable distribution, which is not relevant in calculating income for 

an award of temporary maintenanceS7 

2. the reference to marital property subject to distribution pursuant to section 236(5) 

as uurelated to a determination of temporary maintenance. 58 

3. consideration ofthe need to pay for exceptional additional expenses for the child 

57 

58 

or children, including, but not limited to, schooling, day care and medical 

treatment, because these child-related expenses are included in the child support 

N.Y. Dam. ReI. Law § 236B(5a)(b)(4)(b). 
N.Y. Dam. ReI. Law § 236B(5a)(e)(n). 
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as add-ons to the guideline amount, and, if included here as well, would lead to 

duplicate awards.59 

4. consideration of marital property subject to distribution pursuant to subdivision 

five, because evidence of the existence and value of such property is generally not 

available prior to discovery.60 

B. Certain additions should be made to the current temporary maintenance 

statute: 

1. the requirement that the court allocate the responsibilities of the respective 

spouses for the family's current expenses during the pendency of the proceeding. 

2. the requirement that the court limit the duration of an award in a short-term 

3. 

59 

60 

marriage to prevent payment of temporary maintenance that continues for a period 

longer than the marriage. 

the recalculation of the award of temporary maintenance, with costs and interest at 

N.Y. DOll. ReI. Law § 236B(5a)(2)(xiv). 
N.Y. DOll. ReI. Law § 236B(5a)(2)(xiv). 
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the time of the final order and judgment if either party provides incorrect 

infonnation regarding his or her income. 

4. the statement that any temporary maintenance order does not prejudice the rights 

of either party regarding a post-divorce income award. 

V. Update Spousal Support in Section 412 ofthe Family Court Act. 

Section 412 of the Family Court Act provides that: 

A married person is chargeable with the support of his or her spouse and, if possessed of 

sufficient means or able to eam such means, may be required to pay for his or her support 

a fair and reasonable sum, as the court may determine, having due regard to the 

circumstances of the respective parties. 

The statute, unamended, dates back almost one century (with the exception of 

constitutionally required amendment to render the section gender neutral). The provision has 

thus become increasingly outdated and inequitable. On the other hand, Domestic Relations Law 

Section 236, which is limited to dissolution of marriage actions, has been revised on multiple 

occasions to address contemporary standards and needs, culminating in Chapter 371. As noted 

by Professor Merril Sobie in his Practice Commentaries to section 412, the omission of an 

amendment to section 412 as part of Chapter 371 exacerbated "the illogical dichotomy between 
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the Domestic Relations Law and the Family Court ACt."61 

A person who needs bnt is not receiving support from his spouse has two legal options: 

initiate a divorce proceeding and move for temporary section 236 maintenance or, alternatively, 

bring a support action in Family Court pursuant to section 412. The plaintiff may choose the 

section 412 route for many understandable reasons, including religious principles, the hope for a 

reconciliation, or the practical difficulties of obtaining pro-se litigant matrimonial relief (it is far 

easier and swifter to prosecute a support case in Family Court than a matrimonial case in 

Supreme Court). The facts and circumstances of the spouse are identical regardless of the forum, 

the needed relief is identical, but because one statute provides a specific fom1Ula while the 

companion statute provides only a very incomplete, generalized and highly discretionary remedy, 

the results may be totally different. 

We recommend that the provisions of a revised temporary maintenance statute in the 

Domestic Relations Law be mirrored in section 412 ofthe Family Court Act governing spousal 

support awards and that appropriate amendments be made to section 416 of the Family Court Act 

relating other requirements when spousal support is ordered consistent with the changes to 

section 412. 

61 Professor Merril Sobie, 2010 West Supplementary Practice Commentaries to McKllmey's Family 

Court Act §412 (20 II Electronic Update). 
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UCS-Ul (rey: 12101; 
CHRn SUPPORT SUMMARY FORM 
SUPREME AND FAMILY COURT 

COMPLETE FORM FOR EACH BASIC C@,D SUPPORT OBLIGATION ORDER' 

A. Court: o Supreme o Family 

B. County: 

C. Index #/Docket #: 

D. Date Action Commenced: 

I I 

E. Date JudgmentJOrder Submitted or Signed: 

I I 

F. # Of Children Subject to Child Support Order: 

G. Annwd Gwss Income: 

1. Father: $ ___ _ Mother: $ ___ _ 

H. Amount of Child Support Payment: 

L By Father. $ __ 2. By Mother. $ __ 
annually annually 

I. Additional Clu1d Support: 
(Circle as many as appropriate) 

ByPather: By Mother: 

L MedicaliMed. Ins. L MedicallMed. Ins. 

2. Child Care 2. Child Care 

3. Education 3. Education 

4. Other 4. Other 

J. Did the court make a finding that the child 
support award varied from the Child Support 
Standards Act amount? (Circle one) 

L Yes 2. No 

K. If answer to "J" was yes, circle court's reason(s): 

1. Financial resources of parents/child. 

2. PhysicalJemotionhl health of child: 
special needs or aptitndes. 

3. Child's expected standard of living had 
household remained intact 

4. Tax consequences. 

5. Non-monetary contribution toward care and 
well-being of child. 

6. Educational needs of either parent 

7. Substantial differences in gross income of 
parents. 

8 . Needs of other children of non-custodial 
parent. 

9. fu:traordioory visitation expenses of 000-

custodial parent. 

10. Other (specify): 

L. Maintenaace/Sp'>u,al Support: (Circle one) 

1. None 2. By Father 3. By Mother 

M. Value of Maintenance/Spousal Support: 

$ ________ aDUually 

SUPREME COURT ONLY 

N. Allocation of Property: 

___ % To Father ___ % To Mother 

1 Defined by peA 413(2) and DRL §24O{1-bXb )7): "Child Support" sball mean a sum to be paid pumwmtto court order or cU:cree by 
cith~ Qf both parentS- or ~ to a valid ~ betw"een 1h~ partie> for cs:re, mojutroanre and education of any UIlC:Ill8tIcipated child under tb~ 
.age of twcoty-one yeatS-



NEW YORK STATE UNIFIED COURT SYSTEM 
SUPPORT SUMMARY FORM: FAMiLY & SUPREME COURT 

INSTRUCTION SHEET 

UCS-lll (rev:l2fOl) 

Prepare one report for each proposedjudgmeo1or final order granted pursuant to Article 4 or 5 offue Family Coort Act and 
DRL §240 and §236 B(9)(b) which includes a provision for child support (including modification of order). 

SUBMIT COMPLETED FORM TO: 

Office of Court Administration 
Office of Court Research 
25 Beaver Street, Room 975 
New York, New York 10004 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS: --+ ALL ITEMS MUST BE ANSWERED 

If a number or amount in dollars is required and fue answer is none, write o. 
If a certain item is not applicable, write NA. 
If fue information is unknown or not known to fue party filling out fue form, write UK. 
"mm1dd/yy" means "monthIday/year". 

SPECfAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR PARTICULAR ITEMS: 

G. U so gross income figures from fue last complete calendar year. Do not include maintenaoce or child suP!J9rt as income. 

Ii Iffue child support award is calculated weekly, multiply it by 52 for fue annual amount; ifbiweekly, multiply it by 26, 
if monfuly, multiply it by 12. 

M. Iffue maintenance award is calculated weekly, multiply it by 52 for the annual amount; ifbiweekly, multiply it by 26; if 
monfuly, multiply it by 12. If the maintenance award calls fur decreasing or increasing amounts (for example, a certain 
amonntfor five years and half that amount for another three years), fuon provide fue average of the awards (total amount 
fur all years divided by the number of years). 

NOTE: TIllS INFORMATION IS CONFIDENTfAL AND WILL BEUSED FOR STATISTICAL PURPOSES ONLY. 
IT WILL NOT BE RETAINED IN THE CASE FILE. 
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Please anS'Ner ail ques1:ions. 
~ not use pePS or marker& with ink that ,soaks through the paper. 
Use a No. 2'pencil or bll.fe or black ink. 
Do not fQld, tear Of mutilate this form. 
Make solid ma~ks that in! the cirde completely. 
Make no stray marks on this form. 

County 

'. j t· ,' .. _ .: ',' 

'f1 . 

Date Matter CGtnmenc~ld Oate.of Final'Order Cafe of Marriage 
iooex Number 

1. Please h,dicEie whethe:r this divorce was;: 

2. Temporary iVlaWenance 3. Final Mainte:rumce 
,._,.,' .. ' 

·f·. 

'i,;···· , " ,'·1~ .. ;,J 

;L 1,' ., .• ,. ", .-,-",'!!. )1-. ", ':'L." 

:-~' 
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.... 4. For Final Maintena~ Awards Only,: 

"" ... "" '-"' <,".:;; '. ~: -~ -... ... 
"'" ... 
""" 
"'" 
""' ,.,. -"" 
"" 
"'" ... 
"'" .,. STATUS Of SPO!J$ES . 

"" 
"-,,- "-,,--,, 

.,. 

"" 5. Is husband currently emp!oyed? ... ... 
,.. ... 6.·, Is wife currently employed? -.... -.... 1. Cun-em health stahls of husband: ";> • 

.-
"'" 8. Current health status of wrfe: -
"'" 
"'" ' .. --., .:-. ," .... , ._- . ",--.--.-. - . ... .... . '."c.:'_ 

"'" 
"'" 9. Are. there un-emancipated children eitl"'ler born m or ad-opted by botl:! pare'pts before or 9urin9 tlw! marri:ag~? -
"'" 
""" 
"'" 

, ,. ,.-." 

""" 
"" --~ -, '-", 
"'" 
"" ... ... ... ... ... ... 
"'" -"'" .... 

f- ... .... ... ... 
""as 



10. Annual child support'bbli~a:tion: 

O. Zero/r-Jone 

a. $ 1-$ 14,999 
b. $ 15,000 - $ 24,999 

11~ fndlvIduallneo:me-and P.rpperty: 

1,2. Oi\ri'ded Property and Debt 
Not including marital home. 

,<;-0 

~I ,~ 

1"1: 

"-'".".'i,-,:: 

"i' F6rquestiofl;5 11.-12, 13 and 143 Write In the dollaramourtt a~a!so mark the cor~ 
'; ~t summary category. If the [tern does not appiy or there- was no value mark O . 

G. $ 25,000 - $ 49,999 f. $100,000 - $149,999 
d. $ .50,000 - $ 74,999 g. $150,000 - $500,000 
e. $ 75,000 - $ 99,999 h. More than $ 5OD,OOG 

- '>.;'" . . " .' . 

i: 'Co. ~", ._ 

. .-,'. :" :-.", ~ . 

"',' 

ii'_,:' " 

... ... 

.... ... ... 
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"" ... 
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~ ~ ,.. ... .... ... 

"" 
"" 
"'" .... 
"'" ... 
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"'" 
"'" ..., -""' .,. -... 
"'" 
"'" 
"'" ... 
"" 
50 

"'" 
~ ... 
"'" 
"'" 
.." 

"'" ... 
"'" 
"'" -
"'" 
"'" 
"'" .,. 
"" 
"'" 
"'" 
"'" 
"'" 
"'" 
"'" 
'"" .... 
""" 
"'" 
"'" .-

~ ... 
"'" 
"'" 
"'" 

O. ZeruiNone c, $ 25,000 - $ 49,!)9!)" 
a. $ 1-$ 14,999 d. $ 50,000 - $ 74.899 
b. $ 15,00G - $ 24,999 e. $ 75,000 -:I; 99,999 

1.3 •. Other financial obligations. Mark aU that apply. 

~~ -------

1"4. Was inaritar home 

. ':, ~ l " . ~ ,.' ", 

, .... _,.-
• ..:. : -. ~ • ',." " "C, 

',:, ~'-' , ',.... . 

, " 

"',. ,. ".' ~>-

15.. Was a professional license (lr degree divided? 

---_ .. - .. _--

MAIL COMPLETED FORM TO: 
Office of COt.ni: Admm;istrnUon 

Off'ice :of Court 'Research 
25 Beaver Street, Room 975 

New York, NY 10004 

1. $100,000 - $'149,£)99 
g. ~150,OOO - $ 500,000 
h. More 1han $500,000. 

j', 

, .. ' .. -. 
L,,, -

PLEASE DO NOT FOLD, STAPLE, FAX OR SCAN THIS FORM 

; ~'i '_" 
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ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER OJ' THE 
CHlEF ADMINIsTRATIVEJUPGE OF THE COURTS 

Pursuant to the authority ves1ed it, me by, inter ali1\, sections 212 ofll .. e Judicia.,), Law and 

214 of the Family CourlAct, and consistent with fudegislative 'deSign, set forth in L. 201Q, 

e. 371, §3, to Illldertake a coinprehensive reView of our State's maintenance laws, Ihereby direct 

that the attached fonn Special UCS-I ItA becomplet.d for each judgment of divorce granted 

. PUISuant to Domestic. RelatioDS.Law §§236B, 240,ood 246, in Supreme Court proceedings in the 

following counties: 

Albany, Bronx, Brie, Jefferson, Kings, Nassau, New York, OnoUdaga, 2lld Westche~. 

Completion of this. fann shall satisfY any requirement to otherwise complete Form UCS~ 

III (Child Support Summary Formi Supreme and Family Court) in the proceedln.!;. 

This order shall take effect on Aprill, 2011., and shall remcin in effect unill further order. 

Dated: March z1, 2011 

AO! 446 ill 
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AppendixC 

1. Length of Marriage 
Of the 7,302 questionnaires, 6,411 had usable data on the number of years of marriage. 

The divorces by length of maTI'iage across the responses were relatively evenly divided among 
categories of fewer than 5 years, 5 - 10 years, 11 - 20 years and greater than 20 years. 1,809 
divorces were reported in marriages offewer than 5 years; 1,827 divorces in marriages between 5 
and 10 years; 1,757 divorces in 1llJlrriages of between 11 and 20 years; and 1,018 divorces in 
marriages of more than 20 years. The fact that responses included the length of marriage did not 
necessarily mean, as noted above, that all responses reported on whether or not they received 
temporary or final maintenance awards. 

2. Total Awards 
Temporary maintenance awards were reported in 213 cases. Final maintenance awards 

were reported in 468 cases. 
Awards of both temporary and fmal maintenance were reported in 124 cases. Two of 

these cases reported that the husband received both temporary and final maintenance. 107 cases 
reported that the wife received both temporary and final maintenance. The remainder reported 
awards but not the recipients. 

A. Temporary maintenance awards 
Of the 213 awards, 9 cases reported an award was made to the husband and 188 awards 

were made to the ,,~fe. A greater share of temporary awards were made in marriages of 11 to 20 
years and 20 plus years. 

(i) Awards to the husband 
a. Income of the parties 

In the 9 awards made to husbands, 2 cases reported the husband's income in the range of 
$1 to $14,999, 2 cases reported the husband's income in the range of$15,000 to $24,999; and 2 
cases reported the husband's income in the range of$25,000 to $49,000; in all of these these 
cases, wife's income was reported in the range of $50,000 to $74,999 or higher. 

One husband reported income in the range of$150,000 to $500,000 and the wife's 
income was reported in the same range. T11e remainder did not report the parties' income. 

b. Health of the husband 
In 7 cases reporting awards, the husband's health was reported as "good" ; in these same 

cases, the wife's health was also reported as "good". In2 cases, the husband's health was 
reported as "fair" but the wife's health was reported as "good". The remainder did not report on 
the parties' health. 

c. Presence of children 
In 6 cases where the husband received an award, no children were involved; in 1 case, the 

children lived with the husband. In 2 cases, the children live with the wife. The remainder did not 
report on the presence of children. 
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(ii) Awards to the wife 
a. Income of the parties 

In the 188 awards made to the wife, 25 cases reported the wife's income in the range of 
$1 to $14,999;22 cases reported her income in the range of$15,000 to $24,999, and 21 cases 
reported her income in the range of$25,000 to $49,000. In all of these cases, the husband's 
income was reported in the range of$25,000 to $49,999 or higher.' 

Four cases reported the wife's income in the range of $50,000 to 74,999; 1 case reported 
the V\~fe's income at a range of$75,000 to $99,999, and 1 case reported income at a range of 
$150,000 to 500,000. In all these cases, the husband's income was reported to be of $75,000 to 
$99,999 or higher.' 

b. Health of the wife 
In 156 cases reporting award~, the wife's health was reported as good; in9 of these 

awards, the husband's health was reported as worse than the wife's health. In 25 awards, the 
wife's health was reported as fair or poor and in each instance, the husband's health was reported 
as the same as the wife's health. The remainder did not report on the parties' health. 

c. Presence of children and child support 
In 61 cases no children were involved; in 15 cases, the children live with the husband; in 

24 cases, the children shared equal time with each parent. In 99 cases, the children live with the 
wife. The remainder did not report on the presence of children. 

25 cases reported no child support; 120 cases reported child support by the father; 7 cases 
reported child support by the mother. 25 cases reported child support by both parents. The 
remainder did not report on child support. 

(iii) Settlement or judgment 
127 cases reported that the awards were settlements; 67 cases reported that they were 

judicial decisions; 16 cases reported that they did not know how the award was reached. The 
remainder did not respond to this question. 

73 cases reported that the divorce was contested; 40 reported that the divorce was 
lllcontested. The remainder did not report on that question. 25 cases reported that the awards 
were determined by formula; 113 cases reported that the awards were not detennined by formula; 
48 cases reported not knowing how the award was determined. The remainder did not respond. 

Ten cases reported income in the range of $25,000 to 49,000; 19 cases reported income in the 
range of $50,000 to $74,999; 9 cases reported income in the range of$75,000 to 99,999; 15 cases reported income 
in the range of$100,000 to $149,999; 12 cases reported income in the range of $150,000 to $499,999; 3 cases 
reported income at more ilian $500,000. 

, 
I case reported the husband's income to be in the range of$75,000 to $99,999; 1 case reported the 

husband's income to be in the range of 100,000 to $149,999; 3 cases reported income in ilie rauge of $150,000 to 
$499,999; 1 case reported the husband's income to be more than $500,000. 
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B. Final maintenance awards 
Final maintenance was awarded 469 times, mainly in marriages of 10 to 20 years, and 

marriages of20 years or more. 

(i) Awards to the hnsband 
Of the 469 awards, 22 awards were made to the husband. 

a. Income ofthe parties 
In the 22 awards made to hnsbands, 8 cases reported the hnsband's income in the range of 

$1 to $14,999, 2 cases reported the husband's income in the range of $15,000 to $24,999; and 1 
case reported the husband's income in lhe range of $25,000 to $49,999; in all of these cases, the 
wife's income was reported in lhe range of $25,000 to $49,999 or higher. 

One case reported lhe husband's income in lhe range of $50,000 to $74,999; 1 case 
reported the husband's income in the range of $100,000 - $149,999; 2 cases reported the 
husband's income in the range of$ 150,000 - $500,000. In 3 of these cases, wife's income was 
reported either in the range of $ 150,000 - $500,000, or over $500,000. One case did not report 
the wife's income. 

b. Healtb of the husband 
18 cases reported the husband's health as good and in all but 1 case reported the wife's 

health as also good. In that one case, lhe wife's health was reported as poor. Two cases reported 
lhe husband's health as fair while reporting the wife's health as good. 2 cases reported the 
husband's health as poor while reporting iliat the wife's health was good. 

c. Presence of children 
In 8 cases, there were no unemancipated children. One case reported lhat the children 

lived with the husband. 8 cases reported iliat the children live with the ,,~fe. 5 cases reported that 
the children spent eqnal time wilh both parents. 

(ii) Awards to the wife 
441 awards were reported as made to the wife. 

a. Income of the parties 
In the 441 awards made to the wife, 85 cases reported the wife's income to be in the range 

of $1 to $14,999, and in all of those cases the husband's income was reported to be in the range 
of $1 to $14,999 or higher. 

71 cases reported the wife's income to be in lhe range of$15,000 to $24,999, and in all of 
those cases the husband's income was reported to be in lhe range of $25,000 to $49,999 or 
higher. 

85 cases reported lhe wife's income to be lhe range of $25,000 to $49,999 and in all of 
lhese cases except one, the husband's income was reported in the range of $25,000 to $49,999 or 
higher. The exception reported thatthe husband's income was lower, in lhe range of $15,000 to 
$24,999. 

Oflhe remaining cases, 26 reported the v,TIe's income to be in the range of$50,000 to 
$74,999; 7 reported the wife's income to be in the range of $75,000 to 99,999; 2 reported the 
wife's income to be in the range of$100,000 to $149,999; 4 reported the wife's income to be in 
the range of$150,000 to $500,000; 1 reported the wife's income to be greater than $500,000. 
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In one of the awards where the wife's income was reported to be in the range of$50,000 
to $74,999, the husband's income was also reported to be in that range. In the other cases, the 
husband's income was reported to be in the range of $75,000 to $99,999 or higher.' 

b. Health of the wife 
In 370 awards, the wife's health was reported as good; in 9 of these awards, the husband's 

health was reported as worse than the wife's health; in all the rest of those cases, the husband's 
health was reported to be the same as the wife's health. In 54 awards, the wife's health was 
reported as fair or poor and in each instance, the husband's health was reported as the same as the 
wife's health. In one case, the husband's health was reported as worse than the wife's health; in 
the remaining 53 case, the husband's health was reported as the same or better than the wife's 

c. Presence of children 
In 113 cases, there were no unemancipated children. 38 cases reported that the children 

lived with the husband. 247 cases reported that the children live with the wife. 67 cases reported 
that the children spent equal time with both parents. 

(iii) Settlement or Judgment 
431 cases reported that they were determined by settlement; 23 cases reported that they 

were arrived at by a judge and 5 cases did not know how the award was reached. 
149 cases reported that the divorce was contested; 142 cases reported that the divorce was 

uncontested. 32 cases reported that the awards were determined by formula; 340 cases reported 
that the awards were not determined by formula; 76 cases reported not knowing how the award 
was determined. 

56 cases reported no child support; 295 cases reported child support by the father; 18 
cases reported child support by mother. 56 cases reported child support by both parents. 

3. Monetary Amount of Award 
Only 142 questionnaires reported the size of the award. The average amount of the 

awards reported was $29,119. 

3 Five cases reported the husband's income to be in the range of $75,000 to $99,999; 10 cases 
reported the husband's income to be in the range of lOO,OOO to $149,999; 18 cases reported the husband's income in 
the range of$150,000 to $499,999; 6 cases reported the husband's income to be more than $500,000. 
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DEMOGRAPBICS 
for 

Selected Counties in New York State 



County' Population' Divorces' ~1HI4 PPCX' % Below Poverty' 

Albany 7 298,284 732 $59,245 $42.228 12.3 

Bronx 8 1,397,2&7 2,415 $35,108 $24,631 27.3 

Erie' 909,247 2,164 $48,427 $34,786 14 

Jefferson " 118,719 515 $44,263 $33,463 14.6 

Kingsll 2,567,098 5,394 $43,172 $30,023 21.1 

Nassau 12 1,357,429 2,421 $94,&56 $62,,278 4.9 

New York II 1,629,054 10,375 $68,40" $110,292 16.9 

Onondaga 14 454,753 1,186 $50,586 $35,751 11.7 

Westchester 15 955,962 2,307 $79,195 $70,519 8.4 

1 

attached bereto. 
A map of New York State Counties from the 2009 New York State Statistica,1 Yearbook is 

l U.s. Census Bureau., Stat~ and County Quick Facts 20-09, available at 
http:// quickfacts.cen.sus. gov/qfdlstrtoSi3013600 l.hlml 

Tabl~ 48; Dissol\.;.iions of Mru:riage by County of Decree and Type QfDecreeJ N-e:w York State 
2009, Vital Statistics of New York State 2009, avallable at 
http://www.health.sbte.ny.usfnysdohfvital_statistic-sl2009/table48.htrrL 

4 Median Household 1n.come, V.S. Cens-us Bureau> State and County Quick Facts 2009, available at 
http :J!auickfucts.~h.sus. go-v J q fdl states!3 6/3 600 1.html 

Personal Per Capita Income 2006, Per:sonallncome Per Capita by County of Residence, NYS: 
199&·2006,2009 New York State Statistical Yearbook, aVailable at htlpJ/www.rockinst.orglnys_statisticsJ2009/CJ. 

v.s. Census Bureau, State and County Qliick Facts 
btto:flcruickfacts.census.gov/qfdfstatesl36136047,html. As. of2009, in New York State., 142% of the population fell 
below the poverty line.. 

7 A metropoli:tao. area. 

A ooroughcfNew YOJ"lc City. 

A metropolitan area in western New York with 4 correction facilities operated by the "Department 
of Corrections. 

10 A rural area in western Nf5W York with 2 correctiOll facilities operated by the Department of 
Corrections .and a US Army base, Fort Drum, 

II 

12 

13 

JS 

Cmrections. 

A borough of New York City. 

A suburb of New York City. 

A borough of New York City also known as Manhattan. 

mclud.es the- metropolitan area of Syracuse. 

A suburb of New York City with 3 correctional facilities operated by the }..T'{S Depa::rtment of 
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CO!:trfOENTW.1NFORMATION 

c "\5.=:~~~-"" 1~. NIjM~~%:{Jfnjls ~r, IFPRl<V\OUS!.'(M.'iRRW 111. El.llIClI.TIO/t INDlCA1Ei'jIG\ieS'[ ,,,,,,,eco:y.p~'e:oONLY 

s~':lg:(~~~ flOW hlMn" EriDED BY 
lrt.El\!~M.tA,,,y ~ ontER(SPEClFYj A,OE,<,1H s.bNOR9EOI\" • , J!; ~ 4 ~ 8 7 
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t>\lJMEli'R __ NllMSF.I\ __ QQQQQQQr;)Q QQQQ QQQQQ 
t>lOOEO NONE 0 

is. AACE;Vl'Hn::.'.l':Il.AOK. 2Il.NU!.I~iSROFrt1ro 21. If FREWIOU8l..Y hWUlJro Zl. EOUOAr(DN: 1""IeA"!::: HIGHEST GRIIDe: OOM1'l.aEt>-otfLY 
AME"I~ INDI~ ~~.FIRST, IlI:M'Ml\NYE/IDWIJ.Y 
0lIfER (S1'WFYI SSIDl'/o, ETC, (Il"f'ECfF'() 1o..0EI4* -1l, OIVDltCEOR- El.1!M~I""OIRY 

7 • <!i~SC~on.r 1 ~tlur1 s.. A/m\Jl.i.IEl<IT 
, , ~ s ~ £. 6 

tNI<IBEfl: __ loiUMUeF!. __ QIlQQQQQQQ QQQQ QQ9QQ 
-'0 OOIlI!D 

CZ3.PlAINlIFf-. j.ll15b"AtJQ.INJrE. QWJ';R (~peC!rY) M'~W-~~RM E01'O!RI&IIfll>IP,\'/If'il,O'l'Ha( ! U. ~£IOAAL GRC>UNDS FOR Il~"i:i" to:l'liP/Fl') 

ru ~, OI>iPn&'MlN C , .n 11'l:~.E: 

NorE: SOci2\1 Silcutlly Numbe~ Qfthe husband anct wife are mandatory. They are required by New York state 
Pubfic Health Law Sac!Jun 4139 afid 42 U .S.C. 666ta}. They may be used for ohild support enforceme.nt 
purposes. 
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ERlECOUNTY 

INFORMAL :MAINTENANCE FORMULA 

LENGTH OF MARRIAGE % INCOME DIFFEREN'1JM, DURATION OFMAlNTENANCE 

1-5Years 1S% ;i - % Term ofManiage 

6 ....: 11 Ye)lr.l '20-25% 'A - '4 TermofManiage . 

12-25Y= 30% . 'A - '4 TermofMmria.ge 
, 

:25 + Year; 35 - 40% Until S. S. orPensiolI 

1. DelEI:mine Ille number of years in !hi} Mat:rill.,oe (Column 1) 

2. Multiply the lilcome Diffurenful of the Maciage Par= by the percentage in Column II to 
give the do~ lllllolllll ofMIDntewmce 

3. Use lheproportions in Co!umnillto D~e IheN=bllrofYem:,;Mai:u,"illUlceRequi:red 
to beP>!id 

EXAMPLE: 

H& W marriedfor7y=; Wearns$60,OOO per y= andR earns $20,000 per:>=: His se~g 
main= 

. 
L The = of the IIl2J:'fiage is 7 years ,and the inoome differential is .$40,000; multiply !he! 

. dlffi:rentinl ($40.000) by the p=~e from cohmm II {20 - 25 %) to ru:ri\'e at mBinterumce. 
Le. $8,000 - $10,000 

2. The durarloD. of malmenanceis the product of the t= of the marriage in Column I (I - 5 years) 
multiplied by the percentage set forth ill Culumn ill (\> - Va term) to arrive at the rmmber of 
years, i.e. ~ 'A - 2Va YO-"rS . 

3. Therefore, for thi& exmnpJe, the tnml amount of mainte= is $8.,000 -10.000 per ye:rr fur a 
tmmofl14- 2V .. years 


